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What is a challenge?

climbing Mount Everest?
running a marathon?
cooking a dinner party for 20 people?
flying?
getting out of bed in the morning?

Definition:
something that by its 
nature or character 
serves as a call to 
battle, a contest that 
requires special effort 
and skill. Demand to 
explain, justify or call 
into question
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Good versus Bad Challenges

bad challenges
when they are harmful
when they have undesirable consequences

good challenges
when they improve yourself
when they open your mind to other things 
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How we react…
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Challenge #1: ban the use of “best practice”

Best: the highest quality, excellence or 
standing. Absolute qualifier, context 
independent

Practice: habitual or customary performance

THEREFORE:
Best Practice: the highest quality of habitual 

performance with no context!
so why do we actively 
promote “best practice in 
any lifecycle”?
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Why “best practice” can be harmful
Dreyfus Model (for skills acquisition):
NOVICE 
(needs practices)

ADVANCED BEGINNER
(uses practices)

COMPETENT
(defined practices)

PROFICIENT
(falls back on practices)

EXPERT
(subverts practices) use

s in
stin

ct

contextual 
awareness

behavior from 
instinct

most people stop here
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So how does this help?
where are “best practices” useful?

protecting people from themselves
helping advanced beginners
providing work for competent people 

suggestion: challenge any references to “Best Practices”
replace with good practices and know when and when 

not to use them
inspired by Dan North, Øredev conference

however if “best practices” are used 
it will…

stifle the creative environment
frustrate your best people 
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Challenge #2: Test Cases…quantity or quality? 
Welcome to the “tester’s weakest link”

John
been with the company for 10 
years and a tester for 5 years

Carol
been with the company for 1 
month and is new to testing

Rick
been with the company as a 
senior tester for 25 years

Pam
been with the company for 3 
years and a tester for 2 years
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John…your question
your definition of a test case is: 
“detailed inputs and outputs 
with pre and post conditions”
Question:
In the last hour of testing, how 
many test cases have you 
run? 

Answer: 30
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Carol…your question
your definition of a test case is:
“a set of input values, execution 
pre-conditions, expected results 
and execution post-conditions, 
developed to cover certain test 
conditions”
Question:
In the last hour of testing, how 
many test cases have you run? 

Answer: 2
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Rick…your question
your definition of a test case is: 
“one particular instance or 
variation of a test or test idea”
Question:
In the last hour of testing, how 
many test cases have you 
run? 

Answer: 300
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Pam…your question
your definition of a test case is: 
“a computer executable script 
with a sequence of discrete 
steps ”
Question:
In the last hour of testing, how 
many test cases have you run? 

Answer: zero
goodbye!
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Counting test cases is meaningless…

Without context
• 30 test cases
• 2 test cases
• 300 test cases
• 0 test cases

…if we don’t know the background

With context
• 30 test cases = 30 different updates accepted
• 2 test cases = 2 on-line orders processed and dispatched
• 300 test cases = 300 button clicks
• 0 test cases = install had not completed within the hour

zero is the only number 
with meaning
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The problem with counting test cases…
Public Course Booking Form - Please Complete All Fields
Please read our booking conditions
Public course dates

Course
Date

Contact Information for the person          Invoice Details
making the booking 

Company Name
Title

Company Address
First Name
Last Name
Email Purchase Order needed for invoice?
Telephone Yes            No

Continue

What is a 
test case 

in this 
example?
The analogy of a 
“case” is a good one…

Attendees
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We focus too much on quantity!
Managers seem more interested in counting and monitoring the
QUANTITY of test cases to measure progress (and the larger the 
number the better!), without understanding the QUALITY of the test 
cases:

• what are they doing?
• do they add value?
• what has been covered?

… so before getting excited about 
the sheer number of test cases being 
executed (quantity)..…we must look 
at what the test cases are doing 
(quality) 
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So how can we measure the quality of 
the test cases?

GAINING CONFIDENCE
• in what has been tested
• the depth of testing
• in how much has been 

tested
FINDING AND REMOVING 

DEFECTS
• effectively (number and 

severity)
• efficiently (quickly)
• reducing product risks

providing timely 
information on 
the quality of 
the software –
so that 
management 
can make 
informed 
decisions
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Be careful of the QUANTITY of 
cases…without QUALITY!
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Challenge #3: Don’t lie with metrics 
…but I am sure not intentionally
let us look at some graphs…

same data with a difference…number of bugs is        
increasing?
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but what if we look at the data 
differently…how much effort is 
expended in finding the bugs?
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Lies, damned lies and statistics

conclusion: requirements are bad

conclusion: inconclusive, numbers 
are not significant

suggestion: metrics we produce MUST be significant. Use basic 
statistics to verify your numbers

what about test effectiveness after 1 month 
of live
Project 1: DDP = 85%
Project 2 : DDP = 60%
Project 3 : DDP = 90%
Project 4 : DDP = 10%
conclusion: reward team 3, punish team 4?
why don’t we have a look at the numbers

850 150
60 40
9 1
1 9

Requirements
Design
Code
Environment

14

3
2 1

Requirements
Design
Code
Environment
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Challenge # 4: Using the resource we have

THE BAD NEWS:
the economic climate is
affecting us all…it is truly global

financial sector, construction 
industry, car manufacturers, 
energy, cell phones, 
consultancy etc etc.
all parts of the world are 
affected
budgets are at best “tight”
we are told to do more with 
less.

so what can be done?…
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The good news
for yourself and your team

establish what strengths you have and use
them (psychometric tests)
provide some “slack”…higher morale and productivity

negotiate and be honest with vendors
be open about what budgets you have for tools, 
training and consultancy. 
honesty is imperative so that trust can be built on both sides

look at ways of cost saving
internal training/workshops
cheap and free tools

wealth of tools, utilities that are free and/or open-source
suggestion: ascertain what resource you do have…people, hardware, 

tools, budgets etc and prioritize what is most important. Negotiate 
with vendors for the best deal…it is a “buyers market”



Challenge # 5: working longer and harder (and 
multi-tasking)
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August 2010: productivity in the United States 
unexpectedly decreased in the second quarter 

after employers expanded the workweek by 
the most in four years. Employees output 

decreased by 0.9% per hour of output

7
4

52

61
8 3

9

Productivity declines 
unexpectedly as US 
workweek lengthens

efficiency is improved 
by 11.1% 

BUT we cannot play the game…
productivity is reduced…to zero 

source: Tom DeMarco, “Slack”
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11.1% spare capacity
Car engines work at 

their optimum efficiency 
(mpg) at 56mph

Management’s decision:

to fill spare capacity to 
increase productivity



Why do people work long hours?
guilt and anxiety

people wont leave the office until their 
boss has left, even though they have 
finished their work

fear of loosing their jobs
but if you constantly live in fear is it a               
job worth keeping?

just having “too much” work
self-inflicted or management-inflicted

some people enjoy work
just don’t want to go home!
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“too much over-time soon becomes under-time”
Tom DeMarco

“people under time pressure don’t think faster”
Tim Lister

an illusion: seeing 
someone constantly 

working long hours could 
be a sign of inefficiency



People are not a fungible resource
money is fungible:

net result: still have £100

but people are not fungible:

net result: at least 30% loss of productivity
“on average there will be a net loss of 15%
productivity due to task switching”
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bank 1

£100

bank 1

£30

bank 2

£50

bank 3

£20

100% on 
project A

30% on 
project A

50% on 
project B 20% on 

project C

therefore be careful of the saying 
“women can multi-task and men can’t”

decide to 
divide money 
into 3 banks

management 
decide to divide 
your time into 3 

projects
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anxiety and stress
inefficiency
mistakes being made
memory loss
relationship damage
ineffectiveness
creativity suppression
…madness

multi-tasking 
causes…

The brain on the left shows an 
increase in activity when multi-
tasking if the tasks are new. The 

brain on the right shows the 
same activities being performed 

when they become familiar.

Brain activity
Multi-tasking and brain activity
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Challenge # 6: Challenge complexity at every opportunity

simplicity seen as weak and uninteresting
who wants a “basic mobile phone?”

complex is seen as good
I don’t understand this,
so it must be really good
(everyone else understands)
$1m pen

suggestion: challenge requirements and design 
documents at every opportunity to see whether 

complexity is needed
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Features and functions used

Jim Johnson XP2002 Standish Study Group

Features and Functions Used
16%

13%

7%
19%

45%
Sometimes Used
Often Used
Always Used
Rarely Used
Never Used

Features and Functions Used
20%

64%

16%
Often and Alw ays
Used
Rarely or Never Used

Sometimes

this means we have driven up 
complexity by putting in things 

that are not required
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Challenge # 7: Test Managers/Leads should test 
…and testers should improve their technical skills
some excuses that have been given to me…
“I can’t perform testing as I 
don’t know the application” “I don’t have time to perform 

testing, I have meetings to 
attend, reports to write, 
schedules to monitor…”

“I have done testing in the past, I have 
now moved on. I have my team who do 

it much better”

“I have 32 testers 
reporting to me, you 

are not seriously 
suggesting that I 

test as well?
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Why is this non-negotiable? 

why do I believe Test Managers/Leads should test?
you can identify & empathize with the team’s 
frustrations
you can lead by example

assist when more testing is required
avoid the “wool” being pulled

you will improve your estimation skills
you will gain credibility and trust within the 
organization  

suggestion: adopt Friday afternoon Exploratory 
Testing/Bug hunting afternoons which includes the 

Test Lead/Manager
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What to do now…

produce an action plan
which of these challenges are affecting you?
what other challenges are you facing?
produce a series of steps to take

discuss these with your manager/team
this can be the hardest part!

recognise that challenges will stir emotions
but don’t give up!
choose your battles
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Summary

we need to understand how 
humans react to challenges 
and the importance of 
facing them to shape our 
personality, character and 
understanding
my top challenges…they 
are not exhaustive by any 
means
the step we now take is 
important to make a 
difference in our 
workplaces


